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Assuming small-polaron model, an effective relation between the energy-band edge and the Fermi level is
derived for the nondegenerate semiconductor. The new relation is distinct from the standard one based on
rigid-ion model, and could be generally applied to electrochemistry to obtain valid band-edge positions from
the measured flat-band potentials for small-polaron semiconductors. We reassign the band-edge position of
small-polaronlike rutile TiO2. Essence of the new model and relation, e.g., in understanding photoinduced
interfacial charge transfer, is demonstrated in the comparative studies of anatase and rutile TiO2 that are used
in photocatalysis and dye-sensitized solar cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of elementary excitation spectra in real
materials is of fundamental and practical importance.1,2 Electronic elementary excitations or quasiparticles, e.g., free
electrons/holes, excitons, and polarons, are crucial to explain
electrical, optical, magnetic, thermal, and chemical properties of semiconductors. When the rigid-ion or rigid-band approximation stands,3 the electronic elementary excitation
spectrum of a common semiconductor can often be described
by the standard energy-band structure with the Fermi level
EF and the band gap Eg between the valence-band 共VB兲 edge
EV and the conduction-band 共CB兲 edge EC.2 When the rigidion approximation breaks down, as reported in ionic crystals
such as TiO2, NiO, WO3, SrTiO3, and KTaO3, the electronic
elementary excitation spectra should be described by smallpolaron model instead.3–8 It is noteworthy that, the standard
energy-band structure, denoted as rigid-ion model, has been
extensively applied to semiconductor-related fields such as
electrochemistry, photocatalysis, and photovoltaics.9,10 For
example, the standard relations between EF and EC / EV based
on rigid-ion model have long been used in electrochemistry
to obtain the band-edge position 共BEP兲 from the measured
flat-band potential Efb, i.e., EF of a semiconductor.9 Once the
BEP of the semiconductor is obtained, a thermodynamic
prediction can be made for charge-transfer processes at
the semiconductor-electrolyte or semiconductor-dye
interface.9–11
TiO2 is an important wide-band-gap semiconductor. The
two common phases of TiO2, i.e., anatase and rutile, are
widely used in photocatalysis and dye-sensitized solar cell
共DSSC兲. Rutile is known as a typical small-polaron semiconductor displaying the characteristic properties such as large
effective mass of current carrier, low drift and Hall mobilities, and multiphonon feature of infrared-absorption
spectra.3,4 However, anatase and rutile have been practically
assumed to have similar electronic elementary excitation
spectra which are described either by rigid-ion model in most
work or by small-polaron model in some recent work.12 This
rather confused situation may lie in the ambiguous understanding of the rigid-ionlike or small-polaronlike nature of
anatase and rutile. One would suffer from the applications of
1098-0121/2010/82共23兲/235109共8兲

the improper models for electronic elementary excitation
spectra of TiO2. An indication is illustrated here with mixed
anatase and rutile in which the thermodynamic requirement
of charge transfer seems violated. Experiments found that the
mixed-phase TiO2 displays much higher photoactivity than
any single one, which is attributed to the enhanced spatial
charge separation in the mixture.13,14 According to the measured Efb and the standard relation, the EC of rutile was assigned lower than that of anatase,15 indicating that photoexcited electrons would transfer from anatase to rutile.
Puzzlingly, the opposite direction of electron transfer is evidently favored by other experiments.14 So far this dilemma
of charge transfer remains in debate.12
In this paper, we re-examine the models for electronic
elementary excitation spectra of semiconductors, and derive
an effective relation between EC and EF for small-polaron
semiconductors. We argue that the new relation rather than
the standard one should be used in electrochemistry to obtain
valid BEPs of small-polaron semiconductors, and discuss the
physics underlying the new model and relation. As an example, we clarify the rigid-ionlike nature of anatase and
small-polaronlike nature of rutile, reassign the BEP of rutile,
and demonstrate the applications of the new model and relation in two comparative studies of anatase and rutile. Herein
we stress that the new model and relation are crucial to thermodynamic and kinetic understandings of photoinduced
charge-transfer processes at the interface of small-polaron
semiconductor.
II. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We start with the model-dependent nature of current carriers or thermally excited quasiparticles. Unless noted otherwise, the semiconductor is referred to a nondegenerate
n-type one for brevity. Figure 1共a兲 shows the energy-level
diagram of rigid-ion model.2 In rigid-ion model the thermally
excited quasiparticle, i.e., the CB electron, locates at EC.
Figure 1共b兲 is the energy-level diagram of small-polaron
model.8 The small polaron is a quasiparticle composed of a
self-trapped electron and a local lattice deformation accompanying the self-trapping.3,5 It has been proved that, due to
strong short-range electron-lattice couplings, an excess elec-
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= Epol − Edis, where Epol = EC − Esp is the polarization energy,
and Edis the distortion energy of small polaron.7,20 Thus, the
effective relation between EC and EF can be written as

small-polaron model

EC = EF + ⌬E⬘ + Eb + Edis .

VB

For a nondegenerate p-type semiconductor, we obtain
similar relations between EV and EF, i.e., EV = EF − ⌬E in
rigid-ion model, and EV = EF − ⌬E⬘ − Eb − Edis in smallpolaron model. Noting that large and intermediate polarons
may exist in real materials. For a large-polaron semiconductor with the large-polaron band very close to CB,5 Eq. 共1兲 is
a good approximation. For an intermediate-polaron semiconductor which is more small polaronlike, Eq. 共3兲 should be
considered.
Under flat-band condition the EF of a semiconductor
equals the measured Efb.9 If Efb is substituted for EF, the
above relations together with Eg = EC − EV can be generally
applied to electrochemistry to obtain the positions of EC, EV
and Esp for rigid-ionlike and small-polaronlike semiconductors, respectively. We argue that the BEPs of small-polaron
semiconductors misassigned according to Eq. 共1兲 should be
reassigned in terms of Eq. 共3兲. For a small-polaron semiconductor, the position of EC is underestimated Eb + Edis + ⌬E⬘
− ⌬E by Eq. 共1兲; if the lowest unoccupied energy level of a
counter-contacted material happens to lie between the underestimated and the reassigned EC, we would predict a wrong
direction of interfacial charge transfer using the underestimated EC. The reassignment of BEPs is therefore necessary
for the thermodynamic understanding of charge transfer at
the interface of small-polaron semiconductor.
The small-polaron model brings new physics into the interfacial charge-transfer processes. 共1兲 In addition to the CB
channel, the SB channel may be involved in the chargetransfer processes at the interface of small-polaron semiconductor. 共2兲 Besides thermodynamics, kinetics is required to
interpret charge transfer. A rough kinetic estimation can be
made based on the typical time scales of electronic processes. In the bulk, the electron-hole recombination occurs
normally on the nanosecond 共ns兲 time scale for a direct-gap
semiconductor and on the microsecond 共s兲 or sub-s time
scale for an indirect-gap one,17 and the CB electron decays
into a small polaron on the order of a phonon period, i.e., the
picosecond 共ps兲 or sub-ns time scale.17,18 For a free small
polaron, its lifetime varies from milliseconds 共ms兲 to
seconds.21 At the interface, the pure electronic charge transfer via the CB channel occurs on the femtosecond or sub-ps
time scale, and the lattice-coupled one via the SB channel on
the ps or sub-ns time scale. Among these competitive electronic processes, the fastest one will dominate the apparent
interfacial charge transfer.
The essence of the new model and relation is demonstrated here by the comparative studies of anatase and ruitle.
First, we clarify the unlike nature of anatase and rutile.
Through examining and comparing the characteristic properties including effective masses of CB electron and current
carrier, drift and Hall mobilities, and infrared-absorption
spectra, we evidence in Appendix A that anatase is rigid
ionlike while rutile is small polaronlike. Furthermore, we
find that the dramatic difference between anatase and rutile
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EF
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EV

CB

EC

EV

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagrams based on 共a兲 rigid-ion model and
共b兲 small-polaron model for a nondegenerate n-type semiconductor.
Donor levels below EF are not shown.

tron placed in a three-dimensional system has two stable
states in adiabatic limit, namely, a CB electron state and a
small-polaron state.5,16 The thermally excited quasiparticle
would locate at the lower-lying small-polaron band 共SB兲 Esp
rather than at the higher lying EC, in accordance with the fact
that small polarons play the role of current carriers in the
small-polaron semiconductor.3–8
We then focus on the nature of photoexcited quasiparticles. The excitonic effect is excluded for simplicity. After
photoexcitation to the CB, the hot electron with excess energy relaxes rapidly to the CB edge via electron-phonon
interactions.17 In rigid-ion model the relaxed electron remains in EC until the electron-hole recombination happens.17
In small-polaron model the relaxed electron stays at EC until
it decays into a small polaron via electron-multiphonon
interactions.18 Additionally, the optical transition from the
VB to the lattice-coupled SB is prohibited due to FranckCondon principle.19
At thermal equilibrium the position of EF relative to the
energy level of thermally excited quasiparticles can, in principle, be determined by Fermi-Dirac statistics. For a nondegenerate semiconductor, Fermi-Dirac statistics approaches
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. According to rigid-ion model
in Fig. 1共a兲, we outline the derivation of the relation between
EC and EF.2,9 Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics tells that, at a
given temperature T, the density of electrons which are thermally excited into CB is n = NC exp关−共EC − EF兲 / kBT兴, where
NC = 2共2mⴱkBT / h2兲3/2 ⬃ 1019 – 1020 cm−3 is the effective
density of states of CB, mⴱ the effective mass of CB electron,
kB Boltzmann’s constant, and h Planck’s constant. Above the
ionization temperature of shallow states 共⬃100 K兲, n ⬵ Nd,
where Nd ⬃ 1015 – 1018 cm−3 is the density of donors. So we
get the standard relation,
EC = EF + ⌬E,

共1兲

where ⌬E ⬵ kBT ln共NC / Nd兲 ⬃ 0.1– 0.3 eV at room temperature.
Assuming small-polaron model in Fig. 1共b兲, we derive
likewise the relation between Esp and EF,
Esp = EF + ⌬E⬘ .

共2兲

Here, ⌬E⬘ ⬵ kBT ln共Nsp / Nd兲 ⬃ 0.2– 0.4 eV at room temperature, Nsp = 2N0 is the effective density of states of SB, N0
⬵ a−3 ⬃ 1022 cm−3 the density of cations available as a site
for small polaron, and a ⬃ 4 Å the lattice parameter.3,6 The
factor 2 in Nsp = 2N0 arises from spin degeneracy.6 Additionally, the small-polaron binding energy is defined as Eb
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 Standard 共Ref. 15兲 and 共b兲 reassigned band-edge
positions of TiO2 vs the absolute vacuum scale 共EAVS兲 or normal
hydrogen electrode scale 共ENHE兲 at pH 7. Rigid-ion model is used in
共a兲 for anatase and rutile and small-polaron model in 共b兲 for rutile.
The position of Esp is shown in 共b兲 for rutile.

lies in their distinct lattice anharmonicities, based on detailed
analyses of static dielectric constants, infrared-active and
Raman-active modes, and electron and nuclear densities. It is
the strong electron-multiphonon couplings underlying the
large lattice anharmonicities that result in the formation of
small polarons in rutile. The detailed procedure is given in
Appendix B. Thus, anatase and rutile should be described by
rigid-ion model and small-polaron model, respectively.
The BEP of rutile is reassigned in Fig. 2共b兲, and compared
with the standard one in Fig. 2共a兲. The BEP of anatase is
taken as reference. Here, we take the measured Efb for anatase and rutile15 and Eb = 0.4 eV for rutile,3,4 and estimate
Edis = 0.2 eV for rutile,22 ⌬E = 0.2 eV and ⌬E⬘ = 0.3 eV. The
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reassigned EC of rutile is 0.7 eV higher than its standard
value, inverting the relative positions of EC between anatase
and rutile.
Using the reassigned BEP of rutile, we eliminate the
aforementioned dilemma of charge transfer in mixed-phase
TiO2 for photocatalysis. As shown in Fig. 3共a兲, UV light
generates electron-hole pairs in both indirect-gap anatase and
direct-gap rutile. At the anatase-rutile interface, the electron
transfer via the CB-to-CB channel overwhelms the one via
the CB-to-SB channel. Thus, the apparent photoinduced
electron transfer is from rutile to anatase, in agreement with
the experiments.14
We revisit the electron-injection processes of TiO2-based
DSSCs in which Ru complex dye N719 is usually used to
absorb visible light. Compared to anatase-based DSSC,10 the
less studied rutile-based DSSC has a 30%-reduced shortcircuit photocurrent and a one-order-of-magnitude lower
electron diffusion coefficient.23 As shown in Fig. 3共b兲, electron injection is via the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
共LUMO兲-to-CB channel at the anatase-dye interface but via
the LUMO-to-SB channel at the rutile-dye interface. The
LUMO-to-CB channel is thermodynamically forbidden in
the latter case. In the absence of hot-electron injection, the
electron-injection time scale in rutile-based DSSC is predicted to be sub-ns, orders of magnitude longer than that of
sub-ps measured in anatase-based DSSC.24 Besides the less
amount of adsorbed dye,23 the slower electron injection may
also reduce short-circuit photocurrent in rutile-based DSSC.
Additionally, the drift mobility of small polarons in rutile is
an order of magnitude smaller than that of electrons in anatase 共see Table I in Appendix A兲. So the distinct electron
diffusion coefficients in anatase- and rutile-based DSSCs
should be related mainly to differences between anatase and
rutile in intrinsic carrier mobilities rather than in the proposed extrinsic origins of density of surface states or interparticle connectivity.23
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FIG. 3. Schematic of photoinduced electronic processes 共a兲 at the anatase-rutile interface and 共b兲 at the anatase-dye and rutile-dye
interfaces. The solid, dashed, and short dashed lines with arrows denote pure, phonon-assisted, and small-polaron-involved electronic
processes, respectively. HOMO stands for the highest occupied molecular-orbital level and LUMO the lowest unoccupied molecular-orbital
level. The typical time scales are shown for main electronic processes.
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TABLE I. Comparison between single-crystal anatase and rutile TiO2 in the calculated effective mass mⴱ
of CB-bottom electron, the measured effective mass mⴱⴱ of current carrier, drift mobility D, and Hall
mobility H 共in cm2 / V s兲, the ratio of H / D, and the wavelength-dependent near infrared absorption 共NIA兲
spectra. me denotes the free-electron mass and WH the thermal activation energy for small-polaron hopping.
Anatase

TiO2
mⴱ / me
mⴱⴱ / me
D
H
H / D
NIA
Characteristic

Rutile

⬃1 a
⬃1 c
⬃10– 40 e
⬀T3/2,h ⬀T−3/2,i ⬃20
⬃1 j
No peakl
Rigid ionlike

⬃1 b
⬃20– 150 d
−1
⬀T exp共−WH / kBT兲,f ⬃0.1– 1 g
⬀T−1/2 exp共−WH / 3kBT兲,f ⬃0.1– 1 g
⬃0.01– 100 k
One broad peakd
Small polaronlike

e

a

Reference 27.
Reference 28.
cReference 30; in thin-film samples of anatase.
d
References 3 and 4.
eAt room temperature, according to Ref. 31.
fT ⬎ 1  ⬃ 300 K,  is the Debye temperature 共Refs. 3–5兲.
D
2 D
gAt room temperature, according to Refs. 3 and 4.
h
A good fit to the measured low-temperature H 共Ref. 31兲, dominated by impurity scattering.
iA good fit to the measured high-temperature  共Refs. 30 and 31兲, dominated by phonon scattering.
H
j
Dependent weakly on temperature 共Ref. 4兲.
kDependent strongly on temperature 共Refs. 3–5兲.
l
Reference 32; in thin-film samples of anatase.
b

III. SUMMARY

In summary, we re-examined the models for electronic
elementary excitation spectra of semiconductors, and derived
an effective relation between the energy-band edge and the
Fermi level based on small-polaron model. We showed that
the derived relation could be used in electrochemistry to obtain valid BEPs of small-polaron semiconductors, and gained
both thermodynamic and kinetic insights into interfacial
charge-transfer processes. We identified that anatase is rigid
ionlike while rutile is small polaronlike, reassigned the BEP
of rutile, eliminated the charge-transfer dilemma in mixedphase TiO2, and predicted that electron injection is on the
sub-ns time scale in rutile-based DSSC. The prediction calls
for experimental verification.
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APPENDIX A: RIGID-IONLIKE ANATASE VERSUS
SMALL-POLARONLIKE RUTILE

As is known, small-polaron semiconductors are distinct
from common or rigid-ionlike semiconductors in many characteristic properties, e.g., effective mass of current carrier,
drift and Hall mobilities, and infrared-absorption spectra.3–5
These characteristic properties can be used as fingerprints to

distinguish small-polaron semiconductors from rigid ion
ones.
To gain an insight into the rigid-ionlike or smallpolaronlike nature of the electronic elementary excitation
spectrum for anatase and rutile TiO2, we examine the abovementioned characteristic properties based on calculations and
measurements in the literature, and draw an interesting comparison between anatase and rutile TiO2 in Table I.
1. Calculated effective mass of CB electron

In rigid-ion model the majority carriers of a nondegenerate n-type semiconductor are electrons that are thermally excited into the CB bottom. The effective mass mⴱ of CBbottom electron of a semiconductor can be derived from the
2
calculated energy-band structure via mⴱ = ប2 /  E共k兲
, where ប
k2
is the reduced Planck’s constant, E the energy of the electron, and k the wave vector of the electron.2
In small-polaron model there is an additional smallpolaron band below the common CB. The width of smallpolaron band is significantly narrower than that of CB, so the
effective mass of small polarons which take the place of
electrons as current carriers would be much larger than
mⴱ.3–5
It is worthy of note that current computational methods
for electronic structure, e.g., density-functional theory
共DFT兲, are based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.25
In other words, nuclei are hold rigidly when solving the
Hamiltonian for the system of electrons and nuclei. Since
electrons are not considered to displace nuclei, these computational methods can only predict one of the two stable states
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in three-dimensional small-polaron semiconductors,5,16 i.e.,
the CB electron state. The other stable state, namely, the
small-polaron state, corresponding to a strong short-range
lattice distortion, cannot be simply reproduced by these computational methods unless nuclei are allowed to relax.26
Therefore, the electronic structure calculated in the framework of standard DFT is just a rigid-ionlike description of
the semiconductor.
For anatase and rutile, standard DFT calculations predict
that they have similar energy-band structures and that mⴱ is
close to the free-electron mass me within local-density
approximation.27–29 Thus, if rigid-ion model is applicable to
TiO2, the measured effective mass of current carrier would
be ⬃1me for either anatase or rutile.

the T3/2 and T−3/2 laws, respectively. In addition, the hightemperature H of thin-film anatase also follows the T−3/2
law.30
The D and H of rutile have been well studied in singlecrystal samples.3,4 The room-temperature D and H of rutile
were measured ⬃0.1– 1 cm2 / V s. In particular, both D and
H of rutile show the expected thermally activated feature,
and the ratio of H / D, ranging from 0.01 to 100, depends
strongly on temperature. The distinct difference in D and
H between anatase and rutile indicates that anatase is rigid
ionlike while rutile is small polaronlike.

2. Measured effective mass of current carrier

The effective mass mⴱⴱ of current carrier for anatase has
been estimated ⬃1me in thin-film samples.30 To the best of
our knowledge, there is as yet no reported mⴱⴱ in singlecrystal anatase.
In contrast, the mⴱⴱ for rutile, ranging from 20 to 150me,
has been extensively studied in single-crystal samples
through experiments such as electrical, optical, and ESR
measurements.3,4
Apparently, mⴱⴱ ⯝ mⴱ indicates that anatase is rigid ionlike, and mⴱⴱ Ⰷ mⴱ suggests that rutile is small polaronlike.
3. Measured drift and Hall mobilities

In rigid-ion model the drift mobility D is close to the
Hall mobility H. For a typical semiconductor, the lowtemperature D共H兲 is dominated by impurity scattering and
proportional to T3/2, and the high-temperature D共H兲 dominated by acoustic phonon scattering and proportional to
T−3/2.2
In small-polaron model D and H which are both associated with small-polaron hopping differ greatly from
each other.3 In adiabatic approximation D varies as
T−1 exp共−WH / kBT兲 while H ⬀ T−1/2 exp共−WH / 3kBT兲 when
T ⬎ D / 2. Here, WH denotes the thermal activation energy for
small-polaron hopping and D the Debye temperature of the
semiconductor.
It should be noted that, compared with D共H兲 of a common semiconductor, D共H兲 of a small-polaron one has a
thermally activated feature and would be considerably
smaller in magnitude above the temperature D / 2.
It is known that the measured temperature-dependent
electrical resistivity  of single-crystal anatase is similar to
that of a conventional semiconductor,31 indicating that D of
anatase behaves normally. From the measured value of
room-temperature ,31 we estimate D via D = 1 / qn, where
q is the elementary charge and n the density of current carriers. The room-temperature D of anatase is estimated
⬃10– 40 cm2 / V s.
The temperature-dependent H of anatase has been measured in the single-crystal sample.31 The H of anatase is
⬃20 cm2 / V s at room temperature. We find that the lowtemperature and high-temperature H can be well fitted by

4. Measured near infrared-absorption spectra

For a common semiconductor with a large band gap, the
intraband absorption of free-carrier type plays an important
role in the mid- and near infrared regions. The absorption
coefficient ␣ monotonically increases in proportion to  p,
where  is the wavelength of infrared light, and p = 23 and 25
for acoustic and optical phonon scattering, respectively.17
For a small-polaron semiconductor, the small-polaron absorption dominates in the near infrared region, and ␣ varies
共2E −ប兲2
as ប1 ⌬ exp关− b⌬2 兴, where  is the angular frequency of
infrared light, ⌬ the characteristic energy associated with
phonon broadening, and Eb the binding energy of small
polaron.8 It should be noted that the small-polaron absorption
is characterized by the broad peak around 2Eb.
To the best of our knowledge, the near infrared-absorption
spectra of anatase have only been obtained in thin-film
samples.32 We find that the measured ␣, which monotonically increases with increasing  in the wavelength range of
⬃1000– 2000 nm, can be well fitted by the  p law, where
p ⬃ 2.0– 2.3 for different samples of anatase in Ref. 32. The
deviation of p from 23 or 25 might be related to the thin-film
feature of the samples.
In contrast, the near infrared-absorption spectra of rutile
have been well studied in single-crystal samples.3,4 The measured ␣ exhibits a characteristic broad peak around
6600 cm−1 in the 2000– 12 000 cm−1 frequency range,
which is definitely ascribed to the small-polaron absorption.
Again, the measured near infrared-absorption spectra confirm that anatase is rigid ionlike while rutile is small polaronlike.

APPENDIX B: LATTICE ANHARMONICITIES
IN ANATASE AND RUTILE

After examining and comparing the characteristic properties, we have indubitably identified the nature of electronic
elementary excitation spectra of anatase and rutile TiO2. But
why anatase is rigid ionlike while rutile is small polaronlike?
The answer lies in the lattice anharmonicity which is
weak in anatase but surprisingly strong in rutile. The distinction in anharmonic effects between anatase and rutile is
manifested in many physical properties such as static dielectric constants, infrared-active and Raman-active modes, and
electron and nuclear densities.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The 共a兲 measured 共Ref. 40兲 and 共b兲 calculated 共Ref. 42兲 electron-density distribution maps of anatase
共001兲 plane which contains the Ti atom. The electron-density region
is shown from 0.4 to 4.0 eÅ−3.
1. Dielectric constants and infrared-active modes

The static dielectric constant ⑀0 of an insulator is related
to the infrared-active modes via the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller
relation.33 To the best of our knowledge, there is no report on
the temperature dependence of ⑀0 or infrared modes for anatase. However, the measured room temperature ⑀0 ⬃ 30 implies that anatase is somewhat a common dielectric.34 In contrast, rutile is known as a typical incipient ferroelectric with
a large room temperature ⑀0 ⬃ 167 and low temperature ⑀0
⬃ 251.35 For rutile, it is the softening of low-frequency
infrared-active modes that gives rise to the dramatic increase
in ⑀0 with decreasing temperature.35
The soft modes are associated with lattice instability and
anharmonicity.33,35 So the lattice of rutile would be much
more easily distorted than that of anatase.
2. Raman-active modes

As predicted by group theory, anatase has six Ramanactive modes 共A1g + 2B1g + 3Eg兲 due to first-order scattering.
These one-phonon Raman-active modes can well explain the
measured Raman spectra of anatase.36 It should be mentioned that, although the temperature dependence of Raman
spectra demands a thorough understanding of anharmonicity,
there are no noticeable two-phonon Raman peaks due to
second-order scattering in the measured Raman spectra of
anatase.36
In contrast, considering first-order scattering, rutile has
four symmetry-allowed Raman-active modes 共1A1g + 1B1g
+ 1B2g + 1Eg兲. However, the four one-phonon modes cannot
fully explain the measured Raman spectra of rutile. There is
an extra broad Raman peak ranging from ⬃190 to 280 cm−1
in the measured Raman spectra.37 This extra peak is as strong
as the other four peaks, and has been explicitly ascribed to
several two-phonon Raman modes due to second-order
scattering.37
In anharmonic crystals, light or neutrons may interact
with two or more phonons simultaneously besides the inter-

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The 共a兲 measured 共Ref. 39兲 and 共b兲 calculated 共Ref. 42兲 electron-density distribution maps of rutile 共002兲
plane. The electron-density region is shown from 0.4 to 5.0 eÅ−3.

action with single phonons.38 The multiphonon processes,
e.g., in Raman scattering, arise from the nonlinearity in the
distortion of the ions.38 Thus, the novel two-phonon feature
of Raman spectra of rutile indicates that a strong nonlinear
distortion of ions in rutile can happen when the ions are
displaced by particles such as light, neutrons, or excess electrons. In addition, the lack of notable multiphonon feature of
Raman spectra implies that the nonlinear distortion of ions
would be rather weak in anatase.

3. Electron and nuclear densities

High-revolution electron and nuclear density distributions
of anatase and rutile have been determined by the maximumentropy method from powder x-ray diffraction data and
neutron-diffraction data, respectively.39–41 Due to anharmonic thermal vibration, there might be skewness in the
measured electron and nuclear density distributions.39 For
anatase, there is no notable skewness in electron and nuclear
density distributions,40 as evidenced by the good agreement
between the measured and the calculated electron-density
distribution maps in Fig. 4. For rutile, however, the oxygen
electrons and nuclei are both skewed significantly.39,41 The
poor agreement between the measured and the calculated
electron-density distribution maps in Fig. 5 indicates that anharmonic thermal vibration does skew seriously the electron
density of rutile.
Thus, the anharmonic thermal vibration is weak in anatase
but rather strong in rutile.
We now understand why anatase is rigid ionlike while
rutile is small polaronlike. For anatase, the weak electronmultiphonon 共anharmonic electron-phonon兲 couplings cannot compensate the energy required for the strong local lattice distortion. Thus, there is no small-polaron formation in
anatase. For rutile, the strong electron-multiphonon couplings can afford the energy required for the strong local
lattice distortion. So the excess electrons in the CB state
would like to decay into small polarons in rutile.
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